
 

Lasttime

Thin If q G It is an injective group
homomorphism then 6 916
So G is isomorphic to a subgroup 416 of H

Ex We've already seen that labeling
the vertices of regular n gon
with 1,2 in gives a permutation

representation of Dn Lecture 18

This is just an injectie Do youhomomorphism see why

q Dn Sn

so Dn is isomorphic to a

subgroup of Sn



More generally

Thy Cayley Every group is isomorphic

to a subgroup of a symmetric group

Proof Let

So bijection G G

be the symmetric group of permutations
of G If 161 n then So Sn

For geG define the left multiplication

by g map
ng G G

X gx

HWI Ig is a bijection i.e Dg So



So ageSg Note Ig is not a homomorphism

Moreover for
g
heG

Agora x ng hx ghx Nga x

so Ng th Agh

That is

q G So
g Ng

is a homomorphism

It is injectie because

Dg Ah Ag x Nh x forall xEG

Aglet Ancel

g h
B



Remand Cayley's theorem isn't practical
to use since Sg is gigantic

It is of historical importance since originally

groups
were defined to be subgroups of

symmetric groups

So Cayley showed that the original notion
of a

group
coincides

up to isomorphism
with our abstract definition



Directproducts

In Let G and H begroups
Then

6 17 lg h IgeG and halt
is a
group

under the operation

ga h ga ha gig haha

product in G1 product in H

Proof Associativity follows from associativity

in G and H

The identity is Leo e where

eyes and eye It are the respective
identities

The inverse of lg h is lg t

BE



Ez R2 Rx IR is a
group

under

coordinate wise addition

a b c d Late bid

The identity is 0,0 and the
inverse of a b is a 6

Ex 212 212 0,0 1,0 0,1 1,1

is isomorphic to V4

Ex 22 23 26 since 1,1 is a

generator


